
MediaCom UK wins top
prize at Campaign Awards

AWARDS  UK

NEWS

It was another proud night for the agency at

the Campaign Awards at the London Hilton

on Park Lane as we won three gold awards

and the highly sought-after Media Agency

Grand Prix.

MediaCom UK was shortlisted for more awards than any other agency which

again further demonstrated the scale and variety of brilliant work that has

been delivered in the past 12 months across all media channels and specialist

functions.

The wins came in the Public Sector and Charity category for the Home Office;

Grocery, Soft Drinks and Household for Lucozade; and Transport for

Volkswagen. The agency was also highly commended for the award winning
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campaign for Universal and Sam Smith and it's work with Cancer Research's

No Make Up Selfie.

The night's success was rounded off as MediaCom was crowned The Media

Agency Grand Prix Winner thanks to its strong performance across all the

categories.

Summing up the awards Campaign wrote, ""The momentum that saw

MediaCom named as Campaign's Media Agency of the Year in 2013

continues apace. To an array of awards already won in 2014 can now be

added another at this year's Campaign Media Awards. It comes on the back

of a trio of category-winning submissions, as well as a couple that were highly

commended. All show the nimble thinking that belies the agency's status as a

media leviathan"

The Campaign Awards celebrate brilliant and inspiring creative media ideas.

They recognise the growing diversity of media thinking and reward campaigns

where media has made a real difference.

Grand Prix Winner

MediaCom

Gold

Best Grocery, Soft Drinks and Household Campaign - Lucozade Sport

Conditions Zone.
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Public Sector and Charity Campaign - Home Office (This is Abuse)

Transport Campaign - Volkswagen (How the VW Golf GTI became a musical

instrument)

Highly Commended

Universal and Sam Smith 

CRUK - No Make Up Selfie
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